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net programming. I am a windows users for 5 years. I like to help people with problems they encounter when using.net, therefore I created
this website. so I need to know exactly what I need to do in order to use the open source drivers in order to get a good and stable driver for
my video card. My video card is a: 00:02.0 VGA compatible controller: nVidia Corporation GT218 [GeForce 210] (rev a2) What I need to

know is: 01) What is the minimum set of packages required to be installed in order to get the open source nVidia driver? 02) What packages
(if any) do I need to add in order to get a "100% stable" driver? I will appreciate any help on this topic. Thank you Could I ask a question?

This is my first post so please be as nice as possible, thank you. Question: I've installed the legacy video driver, however the video card's fan
gets pretty loud when I play games like NBA 2k13 or fifa 14. I would like to ask whether it would be possible to disable the integrated video

card (which I think is being used for the graphic and audio output)? I'm not sure whether it is possible but I'd like to try it out anyway.
Thanks! I can only give a hint, I have the same problem, and I have a 8800gt and a 9600gt. I noticed that if you move your mouse between

the screen and the keyboard you can get a message that the xorg isn't reading the events from the keyboard, so the problem could be
somewhere else. 01) Install nvidia-legacy-185-updates (185.82) from 02) Reboot 03) It will work for all your purposes (try to play a game)

04) Then you can remove it. I hope that this help. Quote: 03) It will work for all your purposes (try to play a game) I can't play a game that is
released this year. I have to wait for the next driver release, which is at least a month away and I'm not going to wait that long, I'll be forced

to use Windows until
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